Index

A–C

Attribute scaling, 41–43
Cherry juice concentrate, sensory specifications, 26–27
Company employees, as sensory panel judges, 11
Control chart, see X chart
Control limits, sensory data, 19–20
Corporate sensory group, sensory program reporting, 6

D

Data presentation, quality control, 16–24
Descriptive analysis, 43
Difference from control testing, 34–41
degree of difference, 35–36
difference from reference, 36–41
intermediate products, 40–41
“mental scale” use, 41
Difference testing, 33–34

F–I

Finished products, sensory testing, 29, 47
Hedonic testing, 43–45
Honey, sensory testing, 37–40
Intermediate products, sensory testing, 29
difference from control testing, 40–41

M–O

Manufacturing processing, assessment, 8
Online checking, 28–29
Operations, sensory program reporting, 6
Outside panelists, sensory judges, 11–12

P

Pass/fail accept/reject, 32–33
Plant management, sensory program reporting, 6
Product attributes, 2
Product quality maintenance, 1
records, assessment, 7–8

Q

Quality assurance
assessment of existing practices, 7
definition, vii
sensory program reporting, 4–5
Quality control
assessment of existing practices, 7
data presentation, 16–24
adapting plant data for control chart reporting, 17–18
fixed control limits, 19–20
hypothetical panel results, 17
limits set by statistics, 20–24
X chart preparation, 18–19
definition, vii
sensory program reporting, 4–5
setting up, 7–9
sensory specifications, 25–27
sensory testing methods, 30–31
Quality scales, 43–44

R

Raw materials, sensory testing, 29, 46–47
Research and development, sensory program reporting, 5–6

S

“Safety net” sensory testing, 3, 11
Sampling, 46–48
Sensory characteristics, 1
Sensory evaluation
definition, vii
levels in plant situation, 2–3
Sensory function, 1–2
Sensory panel judges, 11–13
company employees, 11
nonemployee panelists, 11–12
screening and establishing pool, 12
training, 12–13
Sensory program
basis, 2–3
current, assessment, 8–9
implementation, 14–15
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key questions in development, 9
objectives, 2
online testing, 3
reporting to
corporate sensory group, 6
operations/plant management, 6
QA/QC, 4–5
research and development, 5–6
review, 14–15
setting up, 4–9
Sensory retain samples, 48
Sensory specifications, 25–27
Sensory test facility, 13
Sensory testing, 1–2
finished products, 47
process control samples, 47
quality control practices, 7
Sensory testing methods, 28–41
attribute scaling, 41–42
descriptive analysis, 43
difference from control testing, 34–41
difference testing, 33–34

hedonic testing, 43–45
ingredients, intermediates, and finished products, 29
online checking, 28–29
pass/fail accept/reject, 32–33
quality scales, 43–44
summary, 30–31
Staff
requirements, 10
sensory panel judges, 11–13
Statistics, control limits set by, 20–24
Storage, retained samples, 48

T–X

TQM programs, 28
Training, sensory panel judges, 12–13
Water, sensory testing, 46
X chart
adapting plant data for, 17–18
preparation, 18–19